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ABSTRACT
Recent advances in large language models have enabled the de-
velopment of viable generative information retrieval systems. A
generative retrieval system returns a grounded generated text in
response to an information need instead of the traditional docu-
ment ranking. Quantifying the utility of these types of responses is
essential for evaluating generative retrieval systems. As the estab-
lished evaluation methodology for ranking-based ad hoc retrieval
may seem unsuitable for generative retrieval, new approaches for
reliable, repeatable, and reproducible experimentation are required.
In this paper, we survey the relevant information retrieval and
natural language processing literature, identify search tasks and
system architectures in generative retrieval, develop a correspond-
ing user model, and study its operationalization. This theoretical
analysis provides a foundation and new insights for the evaluation
of generative ad hoc retrieval systems.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems→ Evaluation of retrieval results; Lan-
guage models.

KEYWORDS
generative information retrieval, evaluation, ad hoc search

1 INTRODUCTION
The development of large language models (LLMs) has prompted
search engine and AI companies to innovate the way search results
are presented. LLMs can be used to generate a text that directly
satisfies an information need. However, since LLMs can generate
unreliable information [2, 54, 155], conditioning their inference
on relevant documents has emerged as a potential technique to
ground their generated statements [67, 86]. This can relieve users
of the (cognitive) effort of acquiring the needed information from
individual search results themselves, which affords a change in the
design of a search engine results page (SERP; Figure 1): instead of the
proverbial list of “ten blue links” (list SERP), a generated text with
references is shown (text SERP). The first public prototypes of this
kind were You.com’s You Chat and Neeva AI, closely followed by
Microsoft’s Bing Chat, Google’s Bard, Perplexity.ai, Baidu’s Ernie,1
and research prototypes [64, 142].
1See https://chat.you.com; Neeva has shutdown; https://chat.bing.com (requires the
Edge browser); https://bard.google.com; https://perplexity.ai; https://yiyan.baidu.com.
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Figure 1: A search engine results page (SERP) has tradition-
ally been a list of document references (list SERP, left). Large
language models afford its reinvention as a generated text
document with source references (text SERP, right).

Far ahead of this development, Sakai et al. [109] raised an im-
portant question: How can search engines that use text SERPs be
evaluated? Evaluating text SERPs is not straightforward, since the
modern theory and practice of evaluation in information retrieval
is built on a user model premised on the assumption that search
results are presented as list SERPs.2 According to this model, the
ranked list of documents on a list SERP elicits the user’s informa-
tion behavior, which consists of reading the documents in order
until the information need is satisfied or the search is abandoned. In
decades of research, a comprehensive theoretical evaluation frame-
work of reliable and validated methods has been built to assess the
quality of a document ranking with respect to an information need.
Replacing the ranking with a text undermines this foundation.

In this paper, we focus on the basic task of generative ad hoc
retrieval and transferring established evaluation methodology for
list SERPs to text SERPs. Our approach is theory-driven and based
on a systematic analysis of relevant literature from information
2Extensive research on search interfaces has included many alternatives, search fea-
tures, interaction designs, and result visualizations [50, 73, 134]. Nonetheless, with
the growth of the web, Google’s list SERP design became a de facto standard for web
search, and the term “search engine results page” a synonym for “document ranking.”

https://chat.you.com
https://chat.bing.com
https://bard.google.com
https://perplexity.ai
https://yiyan.baidu.com
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retrieval (IR) and related fields. Our contributions relate to the sys-
tems, user, and evaluation perspectives. Starting with a definition
of the task of generative ad hoc retrieval, we explore system models
for generative retrieval and the tasks they can solve (Section 2).
We then devise a user model for text SERPs based on their salient
properties and grounded in related behavioral studies (Section 3).
Based on both, we transfer established evaluation methodologies
from information retrieval as a foundation for new text SERP effec-
tiveness measures (Section 4) and reliable, repeatable evaluation of
generative ad hoc information retrieval tasks.

2 THE GENERATIVE RETRIEVAL TASK
In this section, we define the task of generative ad hoc retrieval,
review the two fundamental paradigms of its operationalization,
discuss its main contribution to traditional ad hoc retrieval, and
distinguish it from related generative tasks in IR.

2.1 Generative Ad Hoc Retrieval
Consider the two distinct tasks of retrieval and language generation.
As illustrated in Figure 2, IR systems as well as generative language
models are created using large collections of documents 𝐷 . How-
ever, their usefulness depends on users’ needs and expectations,
expressed as a set of queries or prompts 𝑄 . The users of an IR sys-
tem want to retrieve the most relevant documents that satisfy their
information needs. Similarly, the users of a generative language
model want to generate the most helpful text for their current tasks.
From an IR perspective, the fundamental difference between the
two is as follows: A retrieval model 𝜌 induces a ranking on a finite
document collection 𝐷 with respect to their relevance to a query
𝑞. A language model 𝜓 induces a corresponding ranking on the
infinite set of all possible texts T . In practice, the former is used to
return the top-𝑘 ranked documents from 𝐷 , and the latter to return,
i.e., generate, just one of the many possible relevant documents
from T . Generative models like 𝜓 have therefore recently been
framed as infinite indexes [31].

Since a retrieval model 𝜌 can only return existing documents,
the relevant information (nuggets) in 𝐷 determines the degree to
which a user’s information need can be satisfied. The user has
to examine the returned documents for the desired information.
A generative language model 𝜓 instead attempts to alleviate the
effort of examining documents by returning a tailored response
that compiles all information required by the user. Yet the factual
accuracy of current generative language models is often lacking
and prone to hallucinations [2, 54, 146, 155] (i.e., there is only a
small subset of accurate documents among all possible texts T ).
Generative ad hoc retrieval can therefore be described as the task of
combining both types of models so that their respective advantages
and disadvantages complement or balance each other. For single-
shot ad hoc retrieval, two fundamental combination approaches can
be distinguished (Figure 2, bottom): retrieval of relevant documents
from 𝐷 based on which a response is generated, or generation of
a response and verifying its statements by retrieving supporting
documents from 𝐷 .
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Figure 2: The task of generative ad hoc retrieval entails com-
bining a retrieval model and a language model. The notation
waives mathematical rigorousness in favor of intuitive un-
derstanding.

2.2 Operationalizing Generative Retrieval
We discern two distinctive components a generative retrieval sys-
tems: (1) retrieval, where a query is addressed with existing docu-
ments from a collection; and (2) generation, where a query is ad-
dressed by generating a new text. The two fundamental approaches
to combining both components, which have also been pursued by
existing work include retrieval-then-generation and generation-then-
retrieval. These paradigms can be seen as two atomic approaches to
operationalize generative ad hoc retrieval. However, with increas-
ing inference speeds for large language models in particular, and
generative AI in general, also combinations of these two paradigms
are conceivable, which we refer to as multi-turn generative retrieval.

In a retrieval-then-generation approach, a generative process is
conditioned with retrieved source material. This can commence by,
e.g., adding evidence from retrieved sources to the input prompt of
the generative model [52, 60, 66, 118], attending to retrieved sources
during generative inference [10, 46, 67], chaining models [55], or
iterative self-attention starting from sources [145].

In a generation-then-retrieval approach, instead a retrieval pro-
cess is prompted with generated text. While this approach has
received little attention in existing work [23], it commonly takes
the form of retroactively retrieving references for a generated state-
ment, similar to claim verification [131].

In multi-turn generative retrieval, retrieval and generation are
combined in an arbitrarily ordered sequence of retrieval and gener-
ation steps. This commonly proceeds in a cyclical pattern, where a
generated passage is then utilized as a query to retrieve relevant
sources, which in turn serve as context for future text generation.
This can be employed for continuous generation of text [56, 102,
116], retrieving sources at multiple steps in the process, or for re-
finement through iterative inference [23, 59]. However, we focus
our efforts in this paper solely on the generative ad hoc retrieval
task, where we do not consider multiple turns in a conversation.
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2.3 Contribution of Generative Retrieval
Generative ad hoc retrieval is a new variant of ad hoc retrieval, the
task of satisfying a query’s information need independent of all
other queries the user or other users submit before or after. Ad hoc
retrieval has a long history and large body of research dedicated to
it [81]. This raises the question of what generative ad hoc retrieval
contributes to traditional ad hoc retrieval.

In this regard, we refer to Broder’s taxonomy of web search [11],
as compiled in Table 1. It spans three well-known categories of
search tasks, and juxtaposes them with three corresponding gener-
ations of search engines. Each generation utilizes a new source of
information in addition to those of its predecessors to meet new
user intents. The first generation of web search engines supports
informational tasks, relying on the information found within a doc-
ument in order to support a user’s intent to acquire (parts of) that
information. The second generation additionally exploits document
relations, supporting users that intend to reach a specific site or
document, or the most authoritative one among many alternatives,
i.e., information needs that are navigational in nature. The third
generation blends results from different vertical search engines,
integrating multimedia and multimodal results into a single SERP
to support a user in performing tasks.

Generative retrieval systems can be seen as a new, 4th generation
of web search engines. They enable the synthesis of new documents
relevant and tailored to a user’s information need. Given a suffi-
ciently complex information need (i.e., one that cannot be answered
by information from a single document), this capability is primar-
ily used to operationalize a user’s intent to collect and compile a
comprehensive overview of the information required to solve their
task, condensed into a long-form text. This part of information
behavior, the condensation of information from multiple sources,
has previously not been supported to the best of our knowledge.
Users therefore had to browse and parse the information from
retrieved documents on a list SERP themselves to satisfy their in-
formation needs. Generative models relieve users from this extra
work and cognitive load, so that they now only have to read and
understand a generated text.3 Additionally, the synthetical nature
of such systems can conceivably be harnessed to generate new
pieces of information not contained in retrieved sources, rendering
the generative model itself a source of information.

While this could be framed as an extension to the informational
search task, we argue that it deserves to be treated on its own mer-
its, and therefore postulate the synthetical search task. Consider
opinionated information needs (“Should society invest in renewable
energy?”) or decision-making ones (“Should I get life insurance?”).
These are not fully supported by the first three generations, since
(1) in contrast to informational tasks, information is likely spread
across multiple documents; (2) in contrast to navigational tasks, no
single page is premeditated to be reached by the user; and (3) in con-
trast to transactional tasks, the goal, i.e., condensing the information
is to be addressed on the system side. Additionally, Broder explic-
itly constrains informational queries and first generation search
systems to static content: “The purpose of such [informational]
queries is to find information assumed to be available on the web
3Sakai et al. [109] has previously proposed to automatically identify relevant informa-
tion nuggets in retrieved documents and present them in a list, but did not consider
the aspect of condensing them.

Table 1: Ad hoc web search system generations (Gen.), and
what each supports in addition to (+) the previous one accord-
ing to Broder [11]. Generative retrieval systems constitute
the 4th generation which aids users in synthetical tasks by
condensing information using generative models.

Gen. Search Task Information Source User Intent Year

1st informational Document Acquire 1995
2nd + navigational + Document relations + Reach 1998
3rd + transactional + Search verticals + Perform 2002

4th + synthetical + Generative models + Condense 2023

in a static form. No further interaction is predicted, except reading.
By static form we mean that the target document is not created in
response to the user query.” [11, page 5]

The fourth generation of search engines supports the synthetical
search task and ideally enables users to access a single, comprehen-
sive document that covers a complex topic with in-depth analysis
from varied perspectives. Although the web may offer the right
(set of) document(s) to answer a such query, the system compiles
them, synthesizes missing information, presents it coherently, and
is grounding its claims in the retrieved sources.

2.4 Other Kinds of Generative Retrieval
“Generative IR” is an umbrella term to describe a diversity of ap-
proaches that combine retrieval and generative components to
solve a task.4 For example, generative models can be augmented
with retrieval capabilities or used in an IR pipeline, such as with
retrieval-augmented language models [10, 46, 55] or infinite in-
dexes [31]. Furthermore, generative models can be used to enhance
a retrieval process [3] by augmenting documents [36, 44, 79, 96, 153]
or queries [41, 78] with hallucinated content. The entire retrieval
pipeline can also be approached end-to-end by, e.g., generating
document identifiers, such as page titles [15, 19, 125], URLs [154],
and (structured) string identifiers [124, 132, 150, 152]. Instead of
generating identifiers, generating parts of existing documents and
performing retrieval by string matching [8] can be highly effective,
and a (re-)ranking can also be predicted directly [123].

Generative models can also be used to directly generate a re-
sponse without relying on retrieved information [110]. This extends
to generating multiple candidates and choosing the best or regener-
ating a new response conditioned on the previous ones [138]. Yet,
generative ad hoc retrieval exceeds that by requiring grounding.

Finally, ad hoc generative retrieval is strongly related to, and
borrows from several pre-existing fields. Conversational search [27,
101, 111] has led to developing new tools [87, 143], resources [94,
127], and dialogue options [61, 63, 129, 130, 141]. Question answer-
ing has been approachedwith LLMs to produce direct answers [106].
Text summarization [45, 109] has been used in an IR context to,
for example, generate snippets [4, 20, 126]. Generative ad hoc re-
trieval is different from these related tasks as it is broader in scope
than question answering systems [71], requires explicit ground-
ing [18], is not interactive like conversational search, and has more
information processing requirements than summarization.
4See also the recent SIGIR workshop on generative IR [7].
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Figure 3: The user information search process [128] trans-
forms an information need into the search outcome. The
evaluation objectives allow to derive a user model for an
evaluation setting. Generative IR systems span the user steps
of Selection, Interaction, and Synthesis, resulting in corre-
sponding objectives Retrieval, Grounding, and Presentation.

3 A USER MODEL FOR GENERATIVE IR
Any IR system should align with user expectations, thus, evaluation
needs to be grounded in a user model. Yet, existing user models
that have been derived to facilitate evaluation in IR are based on
the assumptions of list SERPs. After preliminary considerations
(Section 3.1) to derive a text SERP user model, we first consider the
general search process of a user (Section 3.2) and explore how it
relates to generative approaches. Then, we follow the evaluation
methodology proposed by Agosti et al. [1]: first, define evaluation
objectives (Section 3.3) and then devise a user model that corre-
sponds to these objectives (Section 3.4). This makes it possible to
later derive metrics that operationalize the user model, aggregated
over multiple results or queries.

This structure is also reflected in Figure 3. We base our pro-
posed evaluation methodology on the ad hoc information search
process [128] as seen from the users’ perspective (top of the figure),
and formulate evaluation objectives that correspond to each compo-
nent (bottom of the figure), which take into account the evaluation
setting from which a user model can be induced. Traditional IR can
assist the user only during Selection with a list SERP. Meanwhile,
generative retrieval encompasses all three steps of Selection, Inter-
action, and Synthesis, to support the synthetical search task and
respond with a text SERP. An evaluation of a generative retrieval
system should therefore focus on these steps, which are mirrored in
the Retrieval, Grounding, and Presentation evaluation objectives.

3.1 Preliminary Considerations
Evaluation Setting. In traditional retrieval, the user is presented

with a ranked list of documents (list SERP), each typically refer-
enced by a linked title, snippet, and URL. In generative IR, instead, a
response text is presented (text SERP), i.e., a sequence of statements,
each optionally referencing one or more sources of evidence in sup-
port of the statement. A statement can be any consecutive passage
of text, ranging from a single word or phrase to a sentence and even
one or more paragraphs. In this context, statements are considered
‘atomic’ in the sense that we disregard the nesting of statements
of different lengths, and that they support one or more claims that
are pertinent to the user’s information need. They are compara-
ble to the concept of ‘atomic/semantic content units’ [76, 93] in
summarization evaluation, or ‘information nuggets’ in traditional

IR [29, 108, 109]. A statement can be referencing none, one, or
more than one source. References explicitly link to a source, like a
web document containing the information on which the generated
statement is based and by which it is grounded. The evaluation com-
mences ad hoc, i.e., with a single-query and without session-based
or conversational elements.

Evaluation Paradigms. To estimate the effectiveness of retrieval
systems, offline evaluation within a Cranfield-style evaluation set-
ting [22] is the de facto approach in IR research. It attempts to
estimate the satisfaction of users with the output of a system by
relying on an initial pool of documents judged by assessors for a
given topic set [114]. These initial annotations are then be reused
in throughout experiments by matching document and query iden-
tifiers. This form of evaluation offers a way to rapidly and cheaply
perform large-scale evaluations of search systems. Yet, the output
that generative systems produce is novel at query time. In turn, this
renders it difficult to measure using such offline test collections,
since no stable document identifiers are available. At its core, this
is similar to the unjudged document problem. Traditionally, it is
solved by assuming non-relevance [39], which is not feasible for
generative IR: since all text is potentially novel, systems would
not be separable through assuming non-relevance alone. Therefore,
more sophisticated transfer methods are required to adapt offline
evaluation for generative retrieval.

Alternatively, evaluation of generative systems can be conducted
in an online fashion [110]. Here, for each run, i.e., system config-
uration, all output is judged anew, without relying on previous
data. Yet, the effort required to judge runs during structured exper-
imentation is immense. It requires collecting explicit user feedback
about a system [58], e.g., by rating their satisfaction. Yet, it is often
uncontrolled, expensive to conduct, requires time to undertake and
is challenging to replicate, repeat, and reproduce [104]. Especially
in an academic setting, where access to human user data is limited,
much research went into simulated agents to analyze (interactive)
information systems [13, 82, 83]. However, these cannot compete
with “real” human feedback, which remains challenging and ex-
pensive to collect. Automatic evaluation, where the output of one
model is judged by another, has been proposed as a possible way
forward [74, 140], but judging the output of generative models by
means of other models has itself been criticized [6, 35, 108].

3.2 Components of the User Search Process
To derive suitable evaluation objectives, first, we have to consider
the search process a user undergoes when performing an ad hoc
search task. Specifically, the synthetical search task enabled by
generative systems should be reflected here. Based on Vakkari [128],
a users’ process encompasses four steps: search formulation, source
selection, source interaction, and synthesis of information. Each of
these can be mapped to capabilities of generative IR systems.

First, during Formulation, the user crafts a specific query that
expresses the desired search outcome, addressing their information
need. This is no different in generative IR systems, though what
information retrieval calls a ‘query’ is called a ‘prompt’ in artificial
intelligence research. To avoid confusion, we stick to the term
‘query’. For the purposes of this paper, we leave this step entirely
to the user who (iteratively) adapts their search formulation. Yet,
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we do acknowledge that this task may also be framed as a system
task with the goal of enhancing the users’ original query with more
context or prompt templates, akin to query suggestion & query
expansion in traditional retrieval.

Second, during Selection, the user is presented with a result
list and can then examine each entry, possibly through surrogates
like snippets. The user can assess whether the results presented
by the system and their information need align and thus build a
focused selection of sources. In generative IR systems, this stage
corresponds to the system selecting sources that contain potentially
relevant information.

Third, during Interaction, the user analyzes the content of each
previously selected result in-depth. The aim is to extract and struc-
ture the relevant information from each source that addresses the
knowledge gap that their information need stems from. In genera-
tive IR systems, this step is supported by the model attending to
relevant pieces of information previously retrieved.

Finally, during Synthesis, the user assembles the search outcome.
They combine relevant information identified in multiple sources
into a coherent answer to their query. In generative IR, this corre-
sponds to the inference of the response text addressing all aspects
of the user’s query with information from the previously selected
sources. This is key in enabling the synthetical search task. Note
that interaction and synthesis often commence concurrently.

3.3 Evaluation Objectives
For each of the components of the search process, we define a
corresponding evaluation objective in the context of generative IR.
These are not considered evaluation steps, but rather objectives of
the evaluation of the system as a whole (see Section 3.1).

Prompting Objective. Formulation is reflected in the evaluation of
the models’ input prompt. While search formulation is an important
component to evaluate, we believe it is out of the scope of this
paper, since, as previously argued, the formulation step is left to
the user. For further reading, the issue of prompt engineering as
an emergent field of research is covered in relevant literature on
prompt engineering [42, 75, 105, 119, 122, 133, 136].

Retrieval Objective. Selection is reflected in the assessment of
the context a generative IR system draws its information from. The
retrieved sources (as well as any relevant information that was not
retrieved) directly impact the quality of the generated response.
Therefore, the retrieval objective assesses a system’s ability to iden-
tify source documents satisfying a user’s information need. This
includes its ability to select (1) relevant (aligning with the users’
information need), (2) diverse (covering a variety of information),
(3) informative (containing valuable information), and (4) correct
(providing accurate information) documents from a collection.

Grounding Objective. Mimicking Interaction, generative ad hoc
IR models draw upon reference documents as evidence to generate
a response. Yet, grounded text generation may suffer from hallucina-
tions of broadly two types [85]: intrinsic hallucinations, where the
model wrongly modifies information from the source documents,
and extrinsic hallucinations, where the model generates informa-
tion that is not present in the source documents. Both negatively
impact the quality of the generated response [77, 85]. Therefore, the

grounding objective assesses a system’s ability to correlate its gener-
ated output with information from source documents. This includes
its ability to (1) identify (find relevant information), (2) paraphrase
(restate that information correctly), and (3) establish consistency
(not produce contradictions to other sources).

Presentation Objective. The relevant information across multiple
documents has to be synthesized into a single search outcome. This
resembles multi-document summarization. Therefore, the presenta-
tion objective assesses a systems’ ability to convey information to
a user through the generated response in a useful manner, i.e., its
ability to produce text that is (1) concise (at a level of granularity
sensible given the topic or needed by the user [28]), (2) coherent (in
a uniform style), and (3) accessible (written in an understandable
way, which, again, is dependent on user needs).

3.4 Components of the User Model
Generative IR poses a challenge for developing a user model. As it is
a new IR paradigm, little to no user feedback, A/B tests, laboratory
studies, or user behaviour data is available in the academic con-
text that insight about user behavior may be derived from. Further,
the information search process that user behavior is traditionally
grounded in is replaced (in part) by the generative system. Addi-
tionally, the assumptions of traditional user models are made for
list SERPs and thus have to be revisited, taking into account the
previously established evaluation objectives.

To this end, we contribute a user model for generative IR, ex-
trapolating from established evaluation practices in related fields,
like question answering, summarization, as well as traditional IR.
We follow the considerations of Carterette [17], who argues that an
IR-focused user model is constituted by three distinct (sub-)models:
(1) a utility model (how each result provides utility to the user),
which induces a gain function; (2) a browsing model (how the user
interacts with results), which induces a discount function; and (3) an
accumulation model (how the individual utility of documents is
aggregated), combining the individual gain and discount values.

3.4.1 Utility Model for Generative IR. We first motivate a utility
model by surveying literature on evaluation in IR and related fields.
We identify 10 dimensions of utility applicable to the ad hoc syn-
thetic search task. These are grouped into five top-level categories
of Coherence, Coverage, Consistency, Correctness and Clarity. We fur-
ther distinguish the unit from which gain is derived, being either an
individual statement that comes from the response (statement-level)
or the response as a whole (response-level). Figure 4 summarizes
the dimensions of utility proposed in this section as a taxonomy,
divided into response-level and statement-level dimensions; corre-
sponding objectives are marked.

Coherence. Coherence is a response-level dimension of utility
and refers to the manner in which the response is structured and
presented. This includes arranging statements to form a coherent
narrative without contradictions [100, 117] (Logical Coherence), but
also a uniform style of speech (Stylistic Coherence), rendering it
readable and engaging [16, 57]. Both implement the presentation
objective at response level, amounting to “Is the response structured
well?” (Logical Coherence) and “Does the response have a uniform
style of speech?” (Stylistic Coherence).
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Figure 4: Taxonomy of utility dimensions in generative ad
hoc retrieval; corresponding evaluation objectives colored.

Coverage. Coverage measures the cumulative extent to which
presented information is pertinent to the users’ information need. It
can be subdivided into two forms [14]: Broad Coverage, i.e., whether
the response covers a breadth of diverse information [148], and
Deep Coverage, i.e., whether the response provides in-depth detailed
information with high informativeness [84]. Coverage implements
the retrieval objective at response level, amounting to “Does the
response cover diverse information?”(Broad Coverage) and “Does
the response offer detailed information?” (Deep Coverage).

Consistency. A commonly observed problem with source-based
text generation is inconsistency [51] between source and gener-
ated text, which is detrimental to utility. Inconsistencies may also
occur across multiple statements within a response, rendering it
both a statement-level and response-level dimension. We refer to
the first as Internal Consistency (response level), which involves
assessing the consistency between statements that constitute the
response, ensuring that they form a coherent answer and are not
contradictory [16, 95, 108]. It should be noted that this does not
mean that different conflicting perspectives on a topic can not be
reflected in the response, however, these should be explained. The
second, External Consistency (statement level), involves assessing
the consistency between a statement and its source document(s),
ensuring that the generated text aligns in terms of content and con-
text [85, 108, 140]. External inconsistencies are often introduced
through model hallucinations [54]. Consistency is different from
factual correctness, as it only assesses the alignment of a statement
with the source, and not its objective truth. Both notions imple-
ment the grounding objective but on different levels, amounting to
‘Is the response free of contradictions?” (Internal Consistency) and
“Is the statement conveying from sources accurately?” (External
Consistency)

Correctness. Correctness gauges to which degree the information
provided in the response is factually correct, reliable, and address-
ing the user’s information needs. We subdivide correctness into
Factual and Topical Correctness. The former captures the degree to
which a statement reproduces information that can be assumed as

objectively true. Yet, outside of small-scale domain-specific eval-
uation studies [110] fact-checking remains a hard and laborious
challenge [91]. It is thus often reduced to a simpler approach, fram-
ing factual correctness in terms of verifiability [74], not truth, where
the main requirement is that a piece of information can attributed
to a reliable reference, bestowing it correctness [37, 140]. Topical
correctness denotes whether a statement aligns with the users’
information need [80, 107, 137]. Both operationalize the retrieval
objective at the statement level, amounting to “Does the statement
state things that are verifiably true?” (Factual Correctness) and “Does
the statement state things within the scope of the user’s information
need?” (Topical Correctness).

Clarity. The response given by a generative IR system should be
expressed in a clear and understandable manner [112, 151]. This
includes the use of language in a concise [28, 108], comprehensi-
ble [14] way, be lexically and grammatically correct, and accessible
to the user (Language Clarity). Note that language clarity does
not reflect fluency, which is assumed already at human-level for
model-generated text [108], but rather the response being in the
appropriate language register. For example, a technical query might
warrant an academic style of writing in the response, while a joke
question might afford a more jovial tone. Orthogonal to this, the
way a statement is written should always clearly communicate
the most salient information [115], and where it stems from [97],
in order to make the response explainable (Content Clarity). Both
operationalize the presentation objective on the statement level,
amounting to “Is a statement written in an easily readable way?”
(Language Clarity) and “Does the statement put its focus on the
most salient points?” (Content Clarity).

3.4.2 Reading Model for Generative IR. For list SERPs, user inter-
action is modeled by a browsing model, of which two fundamental
kinds exist. The set-based model assumes that a user indiscrim-
inately examines all documents given by the system, while the
ranking-based model assumes a user traversing documents ascend-
ing in rank, stopping when either their information need is fulfilled
or the search is aborted [17]. Aborting the search is primarily moti-
vated by the effort being too high to justify continuing to browse.
Yet, in generative IR, the selection and interaction steps of the
search process are supported by the system, thus the user only
has to the generated text, which requires comparably less effort.
This reduces the effect of stopping criteria grounded in effort, with
most users only aborting their search once their knowledge gap is
fulfilled, the response is deemed insufficient, or the whole response
was read. This is neither set-based, as reading the response is a
sequential process and early stopping might occur, nor traditionally
ranking-based, as aborting the search is not motivated by effort,
but rather search satisfaction or dissatisfaction only.

We therefore propose a reading model in generative IR, as an
evolution of the standard browsingmodel, which insteadmodels the
attention a user places on each statement while reading. Since there
are no empirical studies on reading behavior for generative search
at present, we instead turn to related work in reading behavior for
document comprehension. We identify a total of six criteria which
influence the reading process of documents for an information-
seeking purpose, three of which we deem relevant to the case of
generative IR. First, Progression [12, 69, 70, 135, 149] implies that
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users parse a document sequentially, i.e., progress through the
statements constituting the text in order. Second, Decay [38, 69,
70, 135, 149] implies that the reading attention diminishes over the
span of the text. Third, Saturation [69, 70] implies that users abort
once they read enough to fulfill their information need. In sum,
this characterizes the browsing behavior of a user as sequentially
reading with decaying attention, stopping early if saturated.

While three other characteristics of reading behavior have ad-
ditionally been found in related work, we deem them superfluous
for this reading model: (1) perceived relevance is heightened fol-
lowing a relevant statement [69, 149]—we adopt the restriction to a
static browsing model [88, 90] without inter-statement effects, as is
common ad hoc in IR evaluation. While the effect is acknowledged,
its effect size may not justify its operationalization dependent on
the costs; (2) attention is highest around query terms [69, 149]—we
model utility not per token, but on a statement level, thus render-
ing this effect constant; and (3) users skip content non-relevant
to them [12, 49, 69]—non-relevant statements already receive no
utility.

The properties of the proposed reading model can be related to
the𝐶/𝑊 /𝐿 [89] framework of browsing models for list SERPs. The
conditional ‘continuation probability’ (𝐶) denotes how likely a user
is to continue to browse to the next item after having seen one. This
can alternatively be framed in terms of the ‘weight’ (𝑊 ), which
refers to the probability of a user reaching each step of the sequence.
The ‘last probability’ (𝐿), indicates whether a given statement is
the last one to be read before aborting, which, too, contributes to
diminishing weights.

Progression indicates that the assumptions made by the 𝐶/𝑊 /𝐿
framework are applicable in the first place, requiring a sequential
process. Decay is encoded by a diminishing attention, relating to
continuation probability and weight (𝐶/𝑊 ), while saturation relates
to the last probability (𝐿). In sum, this allows to operationalize the
reading model as a monotonically decreasing weight function over
statements, discounting the contribution of statements occurring
later in the response. This induces a corresponding response-level
document organization where the most important pieces informa-
tion comes first and are then followed by increasingly insignificant
details (cf. the inverted pyramid scheme of news articles [99]).

3.4.3 Accumulation Model for Generative IR. To combine gain and
discount values over all considered statements, we argue in favor of
the accumulation model of expected total utility [17, 90]. It considers
the total utility a searcher accumulates from the whole response.
Alternatively, measures could be based around estimating the total
‘cost’ of accruing information from the response in terms of the
effort expended [17]. However, we argue that because this effort is
comparatively small in text SERPs, optimizing for it is not suitable
for reliably differentiating systems in evaluation.

4 OPERATIONALIZING EVALUATION
This section considers possible operationalizations of the proposed
user model. The goal is to take stake in what possibilities exist for
each step of the process, in an effort to illustrate the required com-
ponents and how they can be implemented. These considerations
are summarized in Figure 5, with each component (Figure rows) as
a subsection in the following. The first is the experimental setup
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Figure 5: Overview of the evaluation procedure for generative
ad hoc IR. Given documents and topics, a generative IR sys-
temproduces a response, which is segmented into statements.
Statements are assessed for utility in initial or repeated ex-
perimentation and an evaluation measure ranks systems by
effectiveness. Solid lines indicate process flow. Dashed lines
indicate contextual information sources.

(Section 4.1), encompassing a document collection, a set of topics
reflecting the search task, and a set of generative IR systems to be
evaluated. Their responses to queries are (optionally) split into state-
ments using a segmentation approach (Section 4.2). Statements are
then assessed for their utility (Section 4.3), distinguishing between
initial experimentation without prior reference annotations, and
repeated experimentation, where existing annotations can be refer-
enced. Given annotations and an evaluation measure, the systems
can then be ranked with respect to their effectiveness (Section 4.4)
as indicated by an aggregated score. In each of these four steps,
we survey relevant literature and juxtapose proposed evaluation
processes with regard to their advantages and disadvantages in the
context of the assumed user model.

4.1 Experimental Setting
The established approach for reproducible evaluation of generative
IR systems in an academic context is offline evaluation [22, 114]. It
encompasses a document collection, a set of topics reflecting the
information needs stated by users, and the set of systems to be
tested. Generative IR evaluation does not diverge from this basic
procedure. Yet, the topics should be reflecting the actual search
task generative IR systems are employed for, i.e., the synthetical
task posited in Section 2.3, while ensuring that the document col-
lection can support such queries. Furthermore, a baseline ranking
of documents could be supplied for each query in order to ablate
the systems’ synthesizing ability, stemming from baseline retrieval
system, shared task results [24–26], or query logs [103]. While opt-
ing for offline evaluation allows to reuse established experiment
infrastructure such as the TREC format specifications for run and
utility judgment files,5 generative systems pose new requirements
5https://github.com/usnistgov/trec_eval/

https://github.com/usnistgov/trec_eval/
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here. Specifically, a run file represents text SERPs, and should thus
include the generated text instead of a ranked list of document
identifiers. Utility judgments should be persisted together with the
annotated text, since no static document identifiers are available.

4.2 Segmenting Statements
While the complete response provided by the system can be anno-
tated as-is (this is especially warranted for response-level utility), in
order to ease annotation, it can to be segmented into units (suitable
for statement-level utility). This approach of subdividing a response
into smaller units is well established in evaluating generated texts
in NLP [29, 76, 93], and has been proposed for IR as well [108, 109].
Statements should be atomic, in the sense that an assessor should
be able to make an informed and reliable decision about the utility
of the statement from it and its context alone.

To this end, human judges can be employed to extract state-
ments [29, 30], but the high effort and low repeatability, as well as
the inability to assess the effectiveness of a new system without
repeated human intervention renders this approach impractical in
most settings. Automatic means of statement segmentation, compa-
rable to the established task of web page segmentation [62], could
include splitting after each given reference (useful for experiments
investigating grounding, as each statement has a clear attributable
source), sentence-level splitting (useful for fine-grained utility di-
mensions such as correctness or coverage), or prompting the model
to output already delineated statements.

4.3 Assessing Utility
Two different settings for collecting utility assessments can be
discerned: (1) the response to a query is assessed solely relying
on the direct assessment of the responses, without comparing to a
separate ground truth; and (2) pre-existing judgments on the same
document and/or query set exist to which the unjudged responses
can be compared.

The first is similar to reference-free evaluation in summariza-
tion [34], which instructs annotators to assess the summary directly,
while the second is similar to reference-based evaluation in sum-
marization [9], which instructs annotators to assess the overlap
between the system output and reference text, under the assump-
tion that the reference text is the gold standard of utility. Not all
utility dimensions can be judged on the generated text alone (as,
e.g., clarity of language can), but also require information beyond
the generated text to assess. For example, topical correctness re-
quires both response and query, while factual correctness takes into
account query, text, and the external sources. We therefore discern
reference judgments and context: reference judgments are one or
more existing assessments to which the new one is compared, while
context covers the information necessary to judge. A judgment
made with context only is therefore deemed reference-free. Collect-
ing initial assessments of utility within an offline evaluation setting
is laborious, since the to-be-judged texts are dynamic (text SERPs
are generated at query time), and thus each new response has to be
manually assessed by a judge.

Reference-Free Assessment. To operationalize reference-free eval-
uation for generative IR, the straightforward approach is to task
human judges with assessing a given output. Yet, possibilities also

include using the self-reported uncertainty of generative models
with out-of-domain data [92] or relying on other generative models
to assess the quality of the output, such as BARTScore [139] or
GPTScore [40]. Classifiers trained to estimate the magnitude of a
utility dimension have also been used [65]. Ranking, either in a
pairwise or listwise fashion is an additional form of assessment, i.e.,
tasking a judge with ordering statements of unknown utility with
respect to a given utility dimension [43], under the hypothesis that
a response with higher utility will be ranked higher, too.

Reference-Based Assessment. To operationalize reference-based
assessment, commonly a similarity measure is applied between
reference and response. Lazaridou et al. [66] evaluate their gener-
ative IR system for the task of question answering by matching
words between generated response and the gold answer. Other
content overlap metrics such as BLEU [98], NIST [32], ROUGE [72]
TER [120], METEOR [5], BERT Score [144], or MoverScore [147]
have been used to compare to a ground truth, either the full re-
sponse or each statement individually. However, these measures
should not be used to assess overlap with retrieved documents, as
these are not an adequate ground truth source. Ranking models
have also been proven useful for relative assessment of candidates
to available ground-truth, e.g., in machine translation [33, 121],
both in a listwise [68] as well as a pairwise setting [47, 48].

4.4 Measuring Effectiveness
For statement-level evaluation, the individual utility of statements
has to be combined into an overall score for the response. Effec-
tiveness measures for the proposed aggregation model of expected
total utility take the general form

∑𝑘
𝑖=1 𝑔(𝑑𝑖 ) ·

∑𝑘
𝑗=𝑖 𝑝 ( 𝑗) [17], where

𝑘 is the evaluation depth, or in our case, response length; 𝑔(𝑑𝑖 ) is
the utility of the statement at position 𝑖; and 𝑝 ( 𝑗) is the probability
of the user aborting their search immediately after position 𝑗 . The
former is referred to as a gain function, given by the utility assess-
ments of statements collected prior, the latter as a discount function,
chosen based on prior information about typical user behavior. The
widely established measures of 𝐷𝐶𝐺 and 𝑛𝐷𝐶𝐺 [53] used for tra-
ditional IR evaluation stem from this family of measures [17] and
seem suitable for generative IR evaluation as well. Yet, they assume
a logarithmic discount function. It is currently unclear if this is an
appropriate choice to model the effect of decay and saturation in
the proposed reading model for generative IR. While the family of
measures is thus applicable, the concrete choice of measure needs
further empirical validation from user experiments.

For response-level evaluation, two choices for measuring effec-
tiveness exist: either utility is annotated directly for a response, or
it is aggregated from individual statement utility. While the latter
seems counterintuitive to the response-level vs. statement-level
distinction made for utility before, note that the level of granularity
on which a utility dimension is defined, and the level of granularity
at which annotations are collected can differ. Response-level utility
may be aggregated from annotations of individual statements, or
statement utility may be derived from annotations of the whole re-
sponse. For example, consider the response-level utility dimension
of broad coverage. It can be estimated by measuring the breadth
of topics occurring over all statements, hereby annotating which
topics occur in each statement. The previously motivated family of
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DCG-type measures can be extended to support such evaluation.
For example, measure modifications similar to 𝛼-𝑛𝐷𝐶𝐺 [21] that
reward a diverse set of topics in a ranked list can be made for gener-
ative IR as well. Independent of how a single score is produced for
each response, the final system score is aggregated over multiple
topics, increasing robustness and enabling statistical testing.

4.5 Comparison with Existing Frameworks
Two other approaches for the evaluation of generative IR systems
have been proposed recently: SWAN [108] and EXAM [113]. This
naturally yields the question how our proposed evaluation approach
compares to these two. The starting point of both is a text SERP
response, albeit less formalized and without considering the syn-
thetical search task it enables.

SWAN follows a similar approach as proposed here, first estab-
lishing the notion of ‘information nuggets’, i.e., statements, that
constitute the response. Then, a total of 20 categories are described,
indicating how a nugget may be scored. The individual nugget
scores are then averaged over the whole response. Here, too, two
different levels of score categories, i.e., utility dimensions are con-
sidered. While similar, our approach and SWAN differ in three
important aspects. First, we base our method on a theoretical foun-
dation in form of a user model whereas SWAN is mainly motivated
from a standpoint of practicability. Second, SWAN is geared towards
conversational search, while we consider the ad hoc search task.
And third, the utility dimensions we propose differ from SWAN
due to the shift in scope: we exclude dimensions specific to conver-
sational search (e.g., recoverability, engagingness), and also those
which do not serve to operationalize evaluation for the synthetical
search task specifically (such as non-toxicity, robustness to input
variations, etc.). The majority of the remaining utility dimensions
from SWAN can be mapped to ours.

EXAM takes a completely different approach. Instead of directly
evaluating inherent qualities of the generated text, it considers
the downstream effectiveness of a Q&A system that ingests the
generated answer on multiple-choice questions. The hypothesis is
that the correctness of its responses are correlated with the quality
of the generated text it uses as input. Being an automatic evaluation
method, this allows for rapid experimentation, yet exhibits three
major drawbacks: it offers no fine-grained insight into the quality of
the generated text; it is not grounded in a user model; and it requires
a suitable Q&A system, impacting reliability and comparability,
since there are not accepted standards.

In sum, our approach can be related to existing methods in terms
of compatibility, complementarity, and consistency. It is compatible
with SWAN, being derived from similar assumptions, yet adding
a theoretical foundation, and constructed with a different search
task in mind. It is complementary to EXAM, with a focus on fine-
grained, reliable, user-oriented evaluation, whereas EXAM excels
for rapid, system-oriented experimentation with little overhead.
And overall, our approach is consistent with traditional IR evalua-
tion techniques, making only small adaptations to utility, browsing,
and aggregation model to accommodate the new search paradigm.
We believe that this renders much of the work on methods and
theoretical foundation for traditional IR evaluation still applicable.

5 CONCLUSION
Generative IR systems offer a new paradigm for the retrieval of
information. With this new paradigm comes the need to measure
and understand the new dimensions that make text SERP responses
from these systems relevant to a user’s information need. In this
survey, we have investigated a theoretical foundation for the evalu-
ation of generative IR systems, extrapolated from traditional IR and
related domains. Firstly, we established that the search task of gen-
erative ad hoc IR goes beyond acquiring information, and instead
enables the condensation of information, a process we dub the ‘syn-
thetical search task’. The different system architectures enabling
this task were shortly outlined. Given this departure from tradi-
tional ad hoc IR, we proposed a new user model that accommodates
the task. Here, we also extrapolated existing frameworks to model
the generative IR search process, including evaluation objectives,
utility dimensions and a browsing model for text SERPs. Finally, we
outlined how one could operationalize the evaluation of generative
IR systems, surveying how existing evaluation approaches relate
to, and could fit into the proposed methodology.

Many techniques for constructing generative IR systems are
currently emerging but evaluating the output of such systems is
a non-standardized and thus rarely comparable effort lacking a
theoretical motivation and methodological rigor. We have provided
in this paper our vision of a comprehensive approach for evaluating
generative ad hoc IR systems. We firmly believe that this survey
provides the IR community with the foundation to conduct future
research into new methods for the evaluation of generative ad hoc
IR. Yet, we also have several directions of future work planned, and
several open questions to tackle. Near-future work includes con-
ducting a rigorous empirical evaluation based on our proposal, and
studying its reliability and validity within user studies. We believe
that user experiments are required to effectively apply the theoreti-
cal motivation developed in this survey. We plan a meta-evaluation
of both existing measures and measures modified for generative
IR specifically, to study how well they align with user preferences.
We also plan to study the proposed utility dimensions and their
ability to reflect user satisfaction, akin to studies conducted for
traditional IR [14]. In addition, investigating the way users interact
with generative retrieval systems is warranted; for example, do
clicks indicate relevance as before, or rather the opposite, with the
aim of generative ad hoc IR being to make clicks superfluous?

Limitations. The evaluation process we propose in this paper
is limited in two ways. First, we opted for a holistic evaluation of
text SERPs, i.e., instead of evaluating the pipeline of components
that constitute the generative IR system individually, we focus on
evaluating the final response. Second, the evaluation is additionally
limited to answer the question if an generative ad hoc IR system
is successful at supporting the synthetical search task. This does
not consider the more general evaluation objectives that all search
systems are subject to (such as bias, fairness, ethicality, or user
privacy). In that sense, our considerations are specific to generative
ad hoc IR, while precluding evaluation of systemic aspects of IR
as a whole. This is not meant to deemphasize the importance of
evaluating, e.g., bias in search results, but rather considers it to be
outside the scope of this paper.
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